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We often get asked why ‘inženjerski biro’ (English: engineering bureau)? 

The answer lies in the fact that, alongside economic experts, engineers were crucial to the 
development of Inženjerski biro when it was founded in 1952. In those early stages the company 
worked on the development of the leather, rubber and shoe industry – we prepared design 
concepts, technological-economic analyses and expertize, provided assistance, improved 
footwear production by publishing internationally renowned fashion magazines and research 
papers and even designed two leather factories, in Jordan and Sudan respectively. 

Over time we set and realized some new goals and so today we specialize in economic, legal and 
organizational consulting. However, our mission and vision have remained the same: we wish to 
take our knowledge, experience and know-how, as well as our innovative approach to enable other 
companies and institutions to successfully do business in their markets. And that is something we 
should know well enough seeing as we are celebrating over 65 years of doing business!   

Joint efforts of engineers and economists are responsible for the making of ING Register of 
Regulations – a publication that made access to legal information easy and which has been 
distributed to the public for more than 60 years. And then there is the Croatian Law Review - a 
magazine for legal professionals that keeps up to date with changes in law. 

We aim to improve the flow of timely and accurate information among the members of the legal 
community so we regularly organise conferences where experts in all fields of law examine the 
latest novelties to enter the legislation and judiciary. 

To that end we launched the ingbiro.com Law Portal with a fast search engine and an interactive 
approach to our publications online. Additionally, our editorial team manages a virtual 
ingbiro.com community which serves to exchange information, opinions and start discussions 
with the aim of raising awareness on current legal issues.  

As our passion for providing expert advice, education and legal and business information continues, 
we hope you will join us on our path and become a member of Inženjerski biro’s community!

A Word from the CEO

Katarina Bačić, CEO 
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Inženjerski biro d.d. is one of Croatia’s leading consulting companies 
with over 65 years of work experience on numerous studies of the utmost 
importance. We provide economic, legal and management consulting 
to key stakeholders in the shipbuilding industry, oil industry, renewable 
energy resources, as well as in regional, tourism and entrepreneurship 
development. All of the projects that we have worked on benefited 
from our vast experience and professionalism. Our goal is to make other 
businesses become and remain the market leaders.

The company is also known for its longstanding publishing activity which 
has produced a series of excellent legal publications that provide an 
overview of regulations, case-law, opinions and professional literature 
and as such remain a cornerstone for legal experts and all those seeking 
legal advice. One of them – the ING Register of Regulations – has been 
around for more than 60 years. There is also the renowned Croatian Law 
Review which follows the current legal issues.  

Our trademark, 
the cogwheel, 

originally designed 
in 1954 and 

redesigned in 2008, 
has to this day 

remained a symbol 
of the overall scope 
of Inženjerski biro’s 
business operations 

directed towards 
the growth 

and development of 
Croatia’s economy 

and law.

About Us

• Inženjerski biro was 
founded

- its core business was 
production processes 

technology and design, 
organization and rationalization 

of doing business
• From the establishment of the 
company to 1971 “Informacije” 

bulletin was published

• Inženjerski biro’s trademark  
– the cogwheel – is designed 
• Fashion magazines “Styl” 
and “Ona” are published

The ING Register of 
Regulations that provided 

a brief overview of regulations, 
i.e. federal, republic, official 

and unofficial interpretations 
of regulations, various papers 

and books is published

Business magazine 
“Ing-informacije” is 

published

• Expansion of the core business 
to economic and management 

services, financial and information 
engineering, business consulting 

and auditing
• Inženjerski biro - Revizija Zagreb, 

Rijeka, Split and Zadar are 
established

After harmonization 
with the Companies 
Act Inženjerski biro 
operates as a joint 
stock company for 

business and 
consulting services

1952 1954 1958 1972 19951993

Business magazine 
Hrvatska gospodarska 

revija (Croatian Economic 
Review) is published

1996 1997 20001998

• ING Pregled sudske prakse (The ING Review 
of Case-Law) – a reliable legal guide through 

Croatia’s case-law – is published
• Cooperation Agreement with the Supreme 

Court of the Republic of Croatia
• Price Waterhouse (present-day PwC Croatia) 
takes over Inženjerski biro - Revizija Zagreb 

and forms a partnership

Ongoing Cooperation 
Agreement with 

the Association of 
Croatian Judges

The quality of 
the services and 
publications of 

Inženjerski biro is 
confirmed with the ISO 
Certificate 9001:2000
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Since 2009 the publications have been available in electronic form on the ingbiro.com Law Portal. 
Over the years the Portal has developed into an indispensable legal tool and a source of verified, 
relevant and daily updated legal information, which interactively links over 20,000 Croatian and EU 
regulations, 3,000 professional papers, 17,000 court decisions, opinions of administrative bodies and 
various types of forms. 

We follow the current topics and novelties in Croatian legislation by regularly organizing conferences 
that bring together leading experts in all fields of law.

Part of our business activities is performed by auditing companies which Inženjerski biro d.d. co-
founded. They are organized as limited liability companies under the name Inženjerski biro - Revizija 
with seats in Rijeka and Zadar. 

In 2000 Inženjerski biro d.d. confirmed the quality of its services and publications with the ISO Certificate 
9001:2000.

Our business mission is to provide support to Croatia’s business and legal entities in dealing with 
professional challenges and gaining a competitive edge by using innovative functional solutions and 
tools and our business services. 

• Business Cooperation 
Agreement with 

the Croatian Economic 
Association

• 50 years of doing 
business 

Croatian Law Review – 
a magazine  which 

provides its readers with 
answers to current legal 

and social issues  - 
is published

• Agreement on Co-Publication of 
the Croatian Law Review with 

the Ministry of Justice, the Supreme 
Court of the Republic of Croatia, 

the State Attorney’s Office, 
the Judicial Academy and 

the Croatian Bar Association
• Business Cooperation Agreement with 
the Faculty of Tourism and Hospitality 

Management in Opatija

The company 
opens a Facebook 
account. Twitter, 

LinkedIn and 
YouTube accounts 

follow. 

2002 20052003 20072001 2009 201720152010 2014

• New corporate website
• 65 years of doing 

business

• Agreement on Co-Publication of 
the Croatian Law Review with 
the Faculty of Law in Rijeka

• Business Cooperation Agreement 
with the Faculty of Economics 

in Belgrade

Prva hrvatska kuna 
(First Croatian Kuna) was awarded 

to Mladen Mlinarević, CEO, 
for outstanding business results
– Inženjerski biro ranked among 

the 1% of the most profitable and 
productive companies that year

Modernization of 
business processes 
and establishment 
of an information 

system

Expansion of 
economic and legal 
consulting services

• The ingbiro.com Law Portal 
launched

• Visual corporate identity 
redesign

• Business Cooperation
 Agreement with 

the University of Rijeka
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Consulting 
Each

 Inženjerski biro 
team is created 
specifically for 

a specific project 
assignment 

with the aim 
of delivering 

custom-made 
service. 

The teams are 
comprised of 

the company’s 
consultants 

who are experts 
in economics, 

law and 
management, 

and external 
experts who are 

specialized in 
various sectors.
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Business consulting

Inženjerski biro d.d. specializes in providing business consulting services in 
mergers and acquisitions for investors and sellers which includes:
• drafting information memorandums
• performing financial, commercial, and tax due diligence
• developing business analyses 
• performing company, share and stock valuations
• preparing companies for sale transactions
• assistance with finding potential investors 
• drafting final structures of transactions and transaction documents 
• performing preliminary activities related to holding general meetings and 

electing new company organs
• implementation of the decisions reached in the trade register. 

Business consulting services also include:
•• developing business analyses and performing company valuations
•• drafting company development studies for the purposes of restructuring, 

new loans with financial institutions, etc. 
•• financial, operational and ownership restructuring  
•• preparation of projects for financing with non-refundable aid from EU funds 

and other sources 
•• developing investment studies for investors 
•• developing economic feasibility studies of investments for the public sector 
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Legal consulting

Legal consulting services include:
• performing legal due diligence
• organizing and holding professional 

conferences and workshops in managing 
a company and its business activities, 
practical application of regulations 
pertaining to all fields of civil, company, 
labour and other fields of law

• organizing specialised conferences for our 
business partners 

• providing consulting services for economic 
operators in the application of laws and 
other regulations pertaining to various 
fields of law, publishing professional 
publications, conference proceedings, 
books and manuals which promote legal 
theory and follow relevant legal practice.  

Management consulting

Management consulting services include:
• review, analysis and diagnostics of the 

existing state of business organizations for 
business and other systems 

• analysis of existing organizational 
regulations and harmonisation with new 
organizational solutions 

• preparing new organization projects
• preparing programs that introduce new 

organizational solutions with the aim of 
improving the way business is organized 

• preparing organization rules and 
regulations

• preparing regulations on workplace 
systematization 

• preparing work regulations 
• performing technical due diligence
• valuation of companies’ material property 

(equipment, real-estate). 

In due diligence procedures and company valuation Inženjerski biro d.d. has the professional 
support of certified auditing subsidiary companies in Rijeka and Zadar.

11
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Law Portal
Since its conception in 2009 as 

a virtual library that includes 

all the legal sources contained in 

our publications, the ingbiro.com 

Law Portal has developed into 

an indispensable legal tool 

and most relevant and reliable 

legal base for practitioners of 

law and all those who need 

legal information and advice.

The ingbiro.com Law Portal encompasses positive Croatian legislation that Inženjerski biro’s 
legal consultants have continuously been following and updating since 1958, EU regulations, 
Croatian and  European case-law, professional papers and other legal content, such as opinions 
of administrative bodies and various forms.
The Law Portal’s Editorial Board performs preliminary searches, selection, revisions, editorial 
expert recensions, supervision and regular updating of regulations, court decisions and related 
professional content and also provides users with assistance in improved content search and gives 
opinion on regulation validity and application. 

ingbiro.com / regulations

Ingbiro.com/regulations includes the entire updated Croatian legislation that is connected with 
almost 80,000 editorial links between certain regulations. Besides being mutually interconnected, 
the regulations are connected with the EU regulations to which they refer in their text in Croatian 
as well as to related case-law and Croatian Law Review papers. 
All laws are available as editorially revised texts of regulations.  
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ingbiro.com / case-law

Ingbiro.com/case-law is a unique base of Croatia’s case-law systematized 
according to a law nomenclature. It contains more than 17,000 most relevant 
decisions by Croatian and European courts. Selected important decisions from 
all fields of law of Croatia’s higher courts, the Constitutional Court, municipal and 
commercial courts as well as European courts, and which have been confirmed by 
the Supreme Court judges that comprise the Expert Editorial Board, are regularly 
published online. Court decisions are expertly revised and summarised in order 
to point to the essence of the dispute and serve as a legal basis for decision-
making, and the search engine is fast and simple. All decisions are connected to 
relevant Croatian and European regulations as well as to professional papers.

ingbiro.com / e-HPR (Croatian Law Review)

Ingbiro.com/e-HPR is the electronic edition of the Croatian Law Review which 
provides readers with expert solutions to current legal and social issues as well 
as with opinions and proposals of professors of law, renowned practitioners and 
prospective young authors on the application of law. It also contains an archive 
of more than 3,000 professional papers, numerous overviews of Croatian and 
European legal publications as well as answers by prominent legal experts. The 
published papers are connected to relevant Croatian and European regulations 
and case-law. It is updated bimonthly. 

ingbiro.com / conference proceedings

Inženjerski biro has a long tradition of organizing conferences in various fields 
of law. Our speakers are renowned legal practitioners and professors of law, 
and conference proceedings are published to accompany each conference. 
The ingbiro.com Law Portal subscribers can access all conference proceedings 
published up to 2016. This archive numbers more than 80 conference proceedings 
and several hundred papers in labour, administrative, civil service, enforcement, 
bankruptcy, company, criminal and public procurement law, as well as in other 
fields of law. 

All content is

updated daily

and 

the Law Portal 

is accessible 

on any device 

at any time. 
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The ING Register of regulations, court decisions, official 
opinions, professional papers and books gives current, updated 
and verified information on Croatia’s valid legal regulations with 
all their amendments.

The ING Register includes:
• A systematized and hierarchically organized overview of all 

valid Croatian regulations published in the Official Gazette 
and the annex International Agreements

• Information on 600 selected, revised and systemized titles 
and summarised content of published court decisions, official 
opinions and instructions as well as professional papers and 
books 

• 10,000 Index terms for fast and simple navigation through 
the topics 

• Booklets of editorially revised texts.

ING Register of Regulations
Following 

the concept idea of 

engineer Sergej Sklevicki 

and economist Petar Fio 

in 1958 Inženjerski biro 

established the first 

organized and 

systemized foundation 

of legal information 

in South-East Europe.

1818
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It is published as a filing folder which contains a Basic Insert with a systematized overview of 
provisions in force as of January 1 and current inserts which are inserted in the 12 annual issues and 
which contain information on amendments to valid regulations, new regulations, and regulations 
that are no longer valid.

The ING Register of Regulations was 

designed with the aim to make working 

and doing business in line with 

valid legislation easier and more 

efficient for its users. Due to its 

uniqueness, simplicity and practicality 

it quickly became a brand name 

in the legal world.

Despite being deep in the digital age, the ING Register of Regulations in 
printed form still has a wide audience. A paper trail is a paper trail, after all. 

The ING Register of Regulations comes out in electronic form also, as 
part of the ingbiro.com Law Portal (ingbiro.com/regulations) with added 
possibilities of fast browsing and connecting relevant data according to 
various criteria, and includes EU regulations as well.
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Croatian Law Review
The Croatian Law Review is an interdisciplinary professional publication which follows current 
topics from legal theory and practice, and also economic and broader social issues examined by 
legal scientists, experts and practitioners.

The Croatian Law Review includes:
•• Monthly current issues from legal practice
•• Critical reviews of existing and proposals for         

optimal legislative solutions 
•• Opinions and experience of legal practitioners in         

the application of regulations 
•• Scientific and professional papers from legal         

and complementary social problematics 
•• Reviews of Croatian and foreign books 
•• Issues dedicated to special topics
•• Prominent authors and prospective young authors 
•• Information on legal publications published locally and internationally 
•• Answers to questions that are raised in connection with the application of certain legal norms.

The authors provide their opinions and proposals and in this way contribute to finding optimal 
legislative solutions and improving the work of legislative, judicial and executive bodies.

The co-editor of the Croatian Law Review is the Faculty of Law in Rijeka. 

This bimonthly publication is published in printed and electronic form as part of the ingbiro.com 
Law Portal (ingbiro.com/e-HPR) with possibilities of fast browsing and connections to relevant 
Croatian and EU regulations and case-law.

9
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Other than with papers we aim to bring 
closer to our readers the knowledge, 
experience and deliberations of prominent 
professors of law and practitioners by way 
of interviews too. 

Various authors have challenged, praised  
or criticised valid regulations and case-law 
in their papers, contributing in that way to 
the development of legal opinion and the 
exchange of knowledge and experience 
among Croatian legal experts. That is 
why it comes as no surprise that our 
publication can be found in front  judges, 
lawyers, notaries public, legal consultants, 
administrative lawyers, professors and 
students of law. 

It would be very hard to find a subject 
or field of law that did not make it to 
the publication – criminal, family, labour, 
inheritance, copyright, tax, administrative, 
enforcement, company law, etc. That is 
why accessing such a base of professional 
papers is conditio sine qua non for all legal 
experts irrespective of whether they are 
practitioners or not.

21

From its inception a series of 
topics and issues that were 
essential at a certain period of 
time in Croatia’s legal system 
development were studied.

That is why the Croatian Law 
Review is not merely another 
professional publication 
– it is a reflection of the 
development of law in Croatia 
in the 21st century.
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Inženjerski biro has a long tradition of holding conferences 
and workshops for legal practitioners. Labour relations, 
public procurement, administrative law, civil procedure, 
real-estate, enforcement, bankruptcy, insurance... these 
are just some of the forever current topics studied by 
experts in various fields of law. 

In conferences distinguished judges of higher courts give 
examples from recent case-law in order to provide an 
insight into the current situation of the judiciary system, 
which is of great importance to lawyers which encounter 
problems arising from the interpretation of regulations or 
inconsistent case-law in their everyday work.

Other than legal conferences, we also organize business 
conferences and so, together with the Croatian Association 
of Economists, for more than 25 years we have been 
organizing an annual conference in which Croatia’s leading 
experts and specialists and professors in economics and 
commerce come together to give their forecasts on the 
economic policy of Croatia in the upcoming year. We also 
organize conferences in the field of utilizing EU funds. 

All of our conferences are followed by conference 
proceedings which are accessible in electronic form 
as part of the ingbiro.com Law Portal. The conference 
proceedings archive has over 100 titles with more than 
1,000 professional papers.

Conferences

24

Conferences 

are organized 

in cooperation with 

prominent state officials 

who are often 

those individuals 

working on law 

and ordinance proposals 

and can thus best explain 

the ratio legis of a regulation.

Conferences 

are organized 

in cooperation with 

prominent state officials 

who are often 

those individuals 

working on law 

and ordinance proposals 

and can thus best explain 

the ratio legis of a regulation.
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